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A semiclassical model of optical ampli®er noise in terms of photon-particle description
and simple calculations is developed. The active-medium ampli®er is modelled as a
stochastic photon multiplier, whose statistical properties are derived from well-known
results about branching processes. The effects on ampli®er output noise caused by
random ampli®cation of input photons and by spontaneous emission are treated sep-
arately, and it is thus possible to ascribe output noise terms to speci®c physical
mechanisms. In view of this, the 3 dB noise ®gure limit of optical ampli®ers can be
entirely ascribed to optical gain randomness. Since the results obtained here are
coincident with those from quantum theories, it is concluded that the randomness of
optical gain in a particle-like description is the correct semiclassical counterpart of
vacuum-®eld ampli®cation in wave-like formulations.

1. Introduction
In recent years, several treatments of noise in optical ampli®ers (OAs) have been devel-
oped, either from a quantum-mechanical or semiclassical point of view (see [1], and ref-
erences therein). Brie¯y, the rate equation approach [2±5] is based on quantum-mechanical
probability transition rules for a two-level atomic medium, and it leads to the Kolmogorov
master equations for the photon population which describes the output photon ¯ux in
terms of means and higher momenta. The semiclassical beating theory [6] comes to the
same results, although it can be shown [7] that the basic assumptions of this theory and the
interpretation of noise terms are questionable.

In a number of papers, the statistical theory of Birth Death Immigration (BDI) processes
[8], ®rst studied by Kendall [9], is applied to optical ampli®cation [10±12]. In these
probabilistic approaches, optical ampli®cation is described as the interaction between a
stream of particles (photons) and a spatially distributed gain medium capable of multi-
plying, absorbing or newly generating such particles. A complete statistical description of
OA output photons is obtained in terms of probability generating functions (PGF) by
means of the Kolmogorov master equations, and results in agreement with quantum-
mechanical analyses are attained. However, in these probabilistic treatments the mathe-
matical development is rather involved and the key assumptions leading to correctness of
the theory are not evident, nor the ampli®er excess noise is ascribed to any speci®c physical
cause.
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The aim of the present work is to develop a straightforward semiclassical probabilistic
particle-like model with simpli®ed assumptions and analytical calculations, which are
based on Kendall's results [9]. This allows to clearly identify the physical mechanisms
responsible for OA excess noise, within the frame of the semiclassical corpuscolar
description of light.

In a particle-like description of light ampli®cation, the input signal is depicted as a
stream of particles (photons) as shown in Fig. 1a. As long as direct detection is considered,
the signal-to-noise ratio is calculated as S=N � hni2=hDn2i, where hni is the mean number
of photons collected during observation time interval T and hDn2i is the photon number
variance. OA noise characteristics are summarised by the noise ®gure, de®ned as the ratio
of input and output S=N ratios NF � �S=N�in=�S=N�out.

An ideal optical ampli®er of power gain G would give as its output a stream of identical
photon bunches of the same size G, with each bunch corresponding to an input photon
(Fig. 1b). This is the case of a photon multiplier, which has unity noise ®gure. From a
quantum-mechanical point of view, ideal photon multiplication (i.e. without excess noise)
is not forbidden [13], but the practical implementation of such a device is still to be found.

Figure 1 Intuitive representation of

photons occurences in the particle-like

description. (a) input signal (coherent);

(b) output of an ideal noiseless optical

ampli®er (photon multiplier); (c) output of

an active-medium optical ampli®er with

random gain (with no spontaneous

emission); (d) output of a real active-

medium optical ampli®er with random

gain and spontaneous emission.
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Optical ampli®ers viable for optical communications are active medium ampli®ers and are
based on the principle of stimulated emission which is distributed along the ampli®er
physical length. Thus, according to the probabilistic nature of stimulated emission phe-
nomena, the number of emissions of new photons stimulated by an original input photon
is a stochastic variable, i.e. the optical gain exhibits randomness. The active-medium OA
can be regarded as a non-ideal (random) photon multiplier, where the non-ideality lies in
the stochastic nature of optical gain. The output of such a random photon multiplier
(depicted in Fig. 1c) is made of photon bunches of random size, with the mean size equal
to power gain G. In this case the output is more noisy than the input, thus the OA noise
®gure is larger than unity. Real active medium OAs also generate spontaneous photons
that are ampli®ed and give rise to Ampli®ed Spontaneous Emission (ASE). The output of
real OAs is similar to the one depicted in Fig. 1d, where new ASE photon bunches (in grey)
of random size are generated. The ASE photons obviously yield a CW power term and a
noise term, associated with the randomness of the size of ASE bunches.

In this paper the active medium OA with distributed gain is modelled as a random
photon multiplier, whose single-photon gain variance is directly deduced from the results
of Kendall [9]. The output noise term caused by optical gain randomness is then easily
obtained. A simple statistical model for the generation and ampli®cation of spontaneous
photons is used to calculate CW and noise terms due to ASE. The results obtained for OA
output noise are coincident with those of fully quantum-mechanical treatments [2±5], thus
con®rming the correctness of the present approach.

In this work, the e�ects on OA output noise caused by the random ampli®cation of
input signal photons are treated separately from those related to spontaneous emission
and its ampli®cation. In this way it is possible to ascribe output noise terms to speci®c
physical mechanisms within the frame of the particle-like approach. In particular, the well-
known 3 dB minimum noise ®gure of OAs [1] has to be entirely ascribed to gain ran-
domness, and it is not due to a beating between the ampli®ed signal and ASE (in fact, in a
particle-like semiclassical treatment, interference of light can hardly be described).

Note worthily, the same probabilistic theory of Kendall applies to the avalanche pho-
todiode (APD). The APD can be regarded as a random particle-multiplier too, where the
randomness stems from the probabilistic nature of the ionisation process. In optimum
operating conditions an APD has 3 dB noise ®gure [14] as well as an OA. This fact is not
surprising, since the two devices can be mathematically modelled in the same way within
the particle approach.

2. Particle-like theory of optical ampli®cation
Within the frame of a particle description, an optical signal can be modelled as a time-
continuous stochastic process and depicted as a sequence of unit-area pulses of shape f �s�
representing the photon occurrences at random times ti [15]

Ps�t� � hm
X

i

f �t ÿ ti� �1�

The above representation agrees with the classical photodetection theory ®rst derived by
Mandel [16, 17]. The energy accumulated during the observation time T is

E�t; T � �
Z t�T

t
Ps�t0� dt0 �2�

and the number of collected photons is ns�t; T � � E�t; T �=�hm�.
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All the stochastic processes considered here are supposed to be time-independent.
Hence, only time averages of the random variables are needed to derive ®rst- and second-
order statistics, and the explicit time dependence used in Equations 1 and 2 can be
dropped.

If the signal is a coherent state (i.e., radiation emitted by an ideal laser), then the photon
arrival times ti constitute a Poisson process [2, 15], the distribution of the number of
photons collected during the observation time T is Poissonian, the mean count is
hnsi � hPsiT=�hm� and the variance is hDn2

s i � hnsi. Accordingly, the optical signal power
has a variance hDP 2

s i � 2hmhPsiBel, where Bel � 1=�2T � is the electrical detection band-
width.

2.1. Optical ampli®er model
The OA is modelled as a two-level active medium of length L with upper and lower level
populations represented by the excited-state �Ne� and ground-state �Na� atomic densities.
The stimulated emission and absorption cross sections are re and ra. A single photon
travelling along the OA has a probability per unit length c � reNe of generating another
photon by stimulated emission and a probability per unit length a � raNa of being
absorbed. For one signal photon entering the OA there is, at the output, a bunch of C
photons, where C is a random variable representing the optical gain experienced by the
considered input photon (see Fig. 1). Thus, there is a statistical Birth-Death process (with
birth-rate c and death rate a) along the ampli®er, whose complete statistical character-
isation has been found by Kendall in a di�erent general context [9]. After [9], C has a mean
value (the OA gain) hCi � G � e�cÿa�L, and a variance

hDC2i � �2Nsp ÿ 1�G�Gÿ 1� �3�
The factor Nsp � c=�cÿ a� is a typical parameter of BD processes. In the scienti®c liter-
ature about optical ampli®ers it is usually called ``spontaneous emission factor'' [1],
although it is related to stimulated emission and absorption rather than to spontaneous
emission itself. The above de®nition of Nsp can be misleading in the particle approach; the
de®nition ``inversion population factor'' better applies here.

The above expressions are valid for an OA with constant c and a, i.e. with a spatially
uniform population inversion; the generalisation to the non-uniform case is also treated in
detail in Ref. [9].

The OA is not only a random photon multiplier, but also emits spontaneous photons
that are ampli®ed along the medium and give rise to the output ASE power PASE, which is
a time-continuous time-independent stochastic variable. Since spontaneous emission is
statistically independent from the process of signal ampli®cation, these two e�ects are
treated separately.

Let us write the output power of the OA as the stochastic variable

Pout � Gs � Ps � PASE �4�
where Gs is a stochastic variable too, whose statistical properties are to be deduced from
those of C. The mean value and deviation of the output optical power Pout are written as:

hPouti � hGsi � hPsi � hPASEi �5�

DPout � DGs � hPsi � hGsi � DPs � DGs � DPs � DPASE �6�
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Since all the ¯uctuations are uncorrelated with each other, we can ®nd the variance of the
output power as

hDP 2
outi � hDG2

s i � hPsi2 � hGsi2 � hDP 2
s i � hDP 2

ASEi �7�
From (7) it is noticed that output power ¯uctuations are composed of two contributions.
The ®rst arises from ampli®cation of spontaneous emission �hDP 2

ASEi�, the second arises
from statistical ampli®cation of the input signal, namely

hDP 2
out;si � hDG2

s i � hPsi2 � hGsi2 � hDP 2
s i �8�

The e�ects of random ampli®cation of input signal photons and of ASE will be treated,
respectively, in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

2.2. Statistical ampli®cation of the input signal
To determine the noise contribution due to random ampli®cation of the input signal, the
variance of Gs must be calculated using the statistical properties of C. It is

Gs �
Xns

i�1

Ci

ns
�9�

where ns is the number of input photons collected during observation time T , and Ci are
optical gains experienced by each of these photons. According to simple statistical rules
[18], the ®rst and second moment of Gs are found as: hGsi � hCi � G; hG2

s i � hCi2�
hDC2i=hnsi. Consequently, the variance of Gs is

hDG2
s i � hG2

s i ÿ hGsi2 � hDC2i=hnsi � 2 hm Bel�2Nsp ÿ 1�G�Gÿ 1�=hPsi �10�
The two noise terms in Equation 8 can now be evaluated as follows:

hGsi2 � hDP 2
s i � 2 hm BelG2hPsi (11a)

hDG2
s i � hPsi2 � 2 hm Bel�2Nsp ÿ 1�G�Gÿ 1�hPsi (11b)

and the total output ¯uctuation caused by gain randomness is accordingly

hDP 2
out;si � 2 hmBel��2Nsp ÿ 1�G�Gÿ 1� � G2�hPsi

� 2hmBelGhPsi � 4hmBelNsp�Gÿ 1�GhPsi �12�
The above expression represents the power ¯uctuation at OA output for a Poissonian
input signal when spontaneous photons are neglected. This ¯uctuation is composed of two
terms: (i) the ampli®cation of input signal shot-noise (Equation 11a), and (ii) the excess
noise introduced by the OA (Equation 11b), whose physical origin is the gain randomness
of the active medium.

2.3. Ampli®cation of spontaneous emission
In this section the e�ects of spontaneous emission are calculated. To this end, the OA is
divided into in®nitesimal segments of length dz. The power spontaneously emitted by each
segment is described as a time-independent time-continuous stochastic process represented
by the random variable dPsp. The statistical evolution of spontaneous photons along the
remaining part of the OA is calculated as it was done for signal photons in Section 2.2. At
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OA output, all the elementary CW and ¯uctuation contributions (that are uncorrelated
with each other) are added together. The OA segmentation is depicted in Fig. 2.

The random variable representing the spontaneously emitted power in each dz can be
written as

dPsp � hdPspi � DdPsp �13�
According to the semiclassical theory [19], for a single-polarisation mode the mean value is
given by

hdPspi � hmBoc dz �14�
where Bo is the optical ampli®er bandwidth. The spontaneously emitted photons have a
Poissonian statistic [19], hence the variance of the elementary contribution is:

hDdP 2
spi � 2 hmhdPspiBel � 2�hm�2BelBoc dz �15�

where Bel is the electrical (measurement) bandwidth. As depicted in Fig. 2, the elementary
spontaneous power term dPsp emitted at z co-ordinate is the input of an ampli®er sub-
section of length Lÿ z. Thus, the present situation is similar to that analysed in Section
2.2, with the input signal replaced by dPsp and the whole OA by the sub-section extending
from co-ordinate z to L. More explicitly, a spontaneous photon emitted at z produces, at
OA output, a bunch of Cz photons, where Cz is the random variable representing the gain
experienced by that original photon.

The ampli®ed output power originated by spontaneous emission at z is the stochastic
variable dPsp;out�z� � Gz � dPsp, where Gz represents the random gain of the active medium
contained between z and L. Therefore we have, in analogy with Equation 8

hdPsp;out�z�i � hGzi � hdPspi �16�

hD dP 2
sp;out�z�i � hGzi2 � hD dP 2

spi � hDG2
z i � hdPspi2 �17�

Figure 2 Model of active-medium opti-

cal ampli®er for the calculation of output

ASE power mean and ¯uctuation. Each

spontaneous contribution emitted at co-

ordinate z in in®nitesimal length dz (with

mean hdPspi and variance hDdP2
spi) is

ampli®ed by an ampli®er sub-section of

length Lÿ z with statistical gain. Ampli-

®ed contributions (all uncorrelated) are

summed at the output.
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where hGzi � G�Lÿ z� � e�cÿa��Lÿz�. The variance of the random sub-section gain Cz for a
single photon is now given by

hDC2
z i � �2Nsp ÿ 1� � G�Lÿ z� � �G�Lÿ z� ÿ 1� �18�

According to Equation 10, the variance of Gz is obtained dividing hDC2
z i by the mean

number of spontaneous photons hnspi � hdPspiT=hm emitted in dz during the observation
time T

hDG2
z i � hDC2

z i=hnspi � 2hmBel�2Nsp ÿ 1� � G�Lÿ z� � �G�Lÿ z� ÿ 1�=hdPspi �19�
Using Equation 19, the two terms on the right-hand side of Equation 17 become

hGzi2 � hD dP 2
spi � 2�hm�2BelBocG2�Lÿ z� dz (20a)

hDG2
zi � hdPspi2 � 2�hm�2BelBoc�2Nsp ÿ 1� � G�Lÿ z� � �G�Lÿ z� ÿ 1� dz (20b)

Total output ASE power is the stochastic variable

PASE � hPASEi � DPASE �21�
whose mean and variance are obtained by summing all the uncorrelated in®nitesimal
contributions (16) and (17). Analytical expressions are calculated by integration over
ampli®er length L, yielding for the CW power the well-known expression

hPASEi �
Z L

0

hdPsp;out�z�i � Nsp�Gÿ 1�hmBo �22�

Integration of the variance (Equation 17) yields the following two terms:Z L

0

hGzi2 � hD dP 2
spi � 2�hm�2BelBoc

Z L

0

G2�Lÿ z� dz

� �hm�2BelBoNsp�G2 ÿ 1� � hmBel�G� 1�hPASEi (23a)Z L

0

hDG2
z i � hdPspi � 2�hm�2BelBo�2Nsp ÿ 1�c

Z L

0

�G2�Lÿ z� ÿ G�Lÿ z�� dz

� �hm�2BelBoNsp�2Nsp ÿ 1��Gÿ 1�2
� hmBel�2Nsp ÿ 1��Gÿ 1�hPASEi (23b)

The total output ASE power ¯uctuation can thus be obtained as

hDP 2
ASEi � 2�hm�2BelBo�Nsp�Gÿ 1� � N 2

sp�Gÿ 1�2�
� 2hmBelhPASEi � 2hPASEi2 Bel

Bo
(24)

3. Discussion
From Equations 7, 12 and 24 the total output noise power can be obtained as

hDP 2
outi � 2hmBel�GhPsi � 2NspGhPsi�Gÿ 1� � hPASEi � hPASEi2=�hmBo�� �25�

This is a well-known result, coincident with those obtained by the rate-equation approach
[3±5], the standard beating theory [6] and probabilistic analyses [10±12].
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A peculiarity of the present approach is the possibility of attributing all noise terms to
physical causes. This is done as follows:

(i) 2 hmBelG2 hPsi (Equation 11a) represents the ampli®cation of the shot-noise carried
by the input signal, which is always present when linear ampli®cation of a shot-
noise-limited signal occurs.

(ii) 2 hmBel�2Nsp ÿ 1� G�Gÿ 1�hPsi (Equation 11b) represents the ampli®er excess noise
caused by optical gain randomness. When G� 1 and Nsp � 1 this term contributes
an amount of noise which equals that of the ampli®ed shot-noise, whence the
minimum 3 dB ampli®er noise ®gure.

(iii) �hm�2BelBoNsp�G2 ÿ 1� � hmBel�G� 1� hPASEi (Equation 23a) arises from linear
ampli®cation of the shot-noise ¯uctuations carried by each elementary spontane-
ous emission term. This overall term can be called ampli®cation of the shot-noise
carried by spontaneous emission.

(iv) �hm�2BelBoNsp�2Nsp ÿ 1��Gÿ 1�2� hmBel�2Nsp ÿ 1��Gÿ 1�hPASEi (Equation 23b) is
the excess-noise introduced by each sub-section of the ampli®er when elementary
spontaneous emission terms are ampli®ed. This overall term can be called excess
noise of spontaneous emission ampli®cation.

According to the above analysis, output noise is partly attributed to the ampli®cation of
existing photon-number ¯uctuation (i.e., input signal shot-noise and elementary sponta-
neous emission shot-noise) and partly to the excess noise added by the random optical
ampli®cation process.

It is worth comparing that the so-called beating interpretation [3, 4, 6] states that
2hmBelGhPsi represents the shot-noise of the ampli®ed signal, 4hmBelNsp�Gÿ 1�GhPsi is the
beating between ampli®ed signal and spontaneous emission, 2hmBelhPASEi is the ASE shot-
noise and 2hPASEi2�Bel=Bo� is the ASE-ASE beating. Within the frame of a particle-like
description, this interpretation is questionable for two reasons. First, in particle ap-
proaches the beating between optical ®elds cannot be described properly. Second, the term
2hmBelGhPsi cannot be identi®ed as the shot-noise of the ampli®ed signal. In fact, even an
excess-noise-free ideal ampli®er (see Fig. 1b) cannot give a shot-noise limited ampli®ed
signal, which would imply an improvement in the S=N ratio.

The interpretation of signal-related output ¯uctuations reported here is consistent with
that proposed in Ref. [7], where a rigorous model of optical ampli®cation is formulated in
a semiclassical wave-®eld frame. In Ref. [7] it is found that the dominant OA output noise
is due to the ampli®cation of the optical noise carried by the input signal and to the
ampli®cation of vacuum-®eld ¯uctuations that enter the OA from an idler port. This view
is compatible with that of wave-like pure quantum-mechanical treatments [20, 21]. In the
present paper it is shown that, within a particle-like description of optical ampli®cation,
the e�ect of gain randomness of a spatially distributed active medium is the correct dual of
the ampli®cation of vacuum-®eld ¯uctuations in a wave-®eld approach.

4. Extension to the case of non-Poissonian input signal
To avoid burdening of the notation, all the above expressions were derived with the
hypothesis of coherent input state (shot-noise limited signal). The OA output power is a
stochastic variable with non-Poissonian statistics, and it is not shot-noise-limited. Thus,
the above analysis shall be modi®ed to treat the case of cascaded ampli®ers. Here it is
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demonstrated that the knowledge of the mean and variance of the general input optical
signal Ps is su�cient to derive ®rst- and second-order statistics of the OA output.

By introducing the input signal photon number Fano factor

Fs � hDn2
s i

hnsi �
hDP 2

s i
2hmBelhPsi

the result 11b is still valid, while Equation 11a shall be replaced by

hGi2hDP 2
s i � 2hmBelG2FshPsi �26�

and consequently Equation 12 becomes

hDP 2
out;si � 2hmBelhPsi��2Nsp ÿ 1�G�Gÿ 1� � FsG2�

� 2hmBelGhPsi � 4hmBelNsp�Gÿ 1�GhPsi � G2�Fs ÿ 1� �27�
As spontaneous emission terms are not a�ected, the total output power ¯uctuation can be
obtained by summing Equations 27 and 24. The result found here in a straightforward way
coincides with that of rate-equations approaches for non-Poissonian input [3±5].

5. Conclusions
In this work, a particle-like semiclassical model of noise in optical ampli®er has been
presented. The theory is based on the well-known statistical description of multiplicative
stochastic variables. Exact expressions for OA output noise have been easily obtained, and
a clear physical interpretation of noise terms has been carried out. It is concluded that,
within a particle-like description of optical ampli®cation, the e�ect of gain randomness of
a spatially distributed active medium is the correct counterpart of the ampli®cation of
vacuum-®eld ¯uctuations in a wave-®eld approach.
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